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BRINGING CLARITY TO HEALTH CARE

Improve sales communication and knowledge
management systems
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Project summary
Sales

Key issues
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Improving “Signal - to - noise” ratio

Problem definition

Improve sales by optimizing Rep access to information
(eliminate impediments to Rep effectiveness that
result from inefficient sales communications)

estimate % s

Sales Communications
Ensure that sales reps have reliable access to
useful information when and where they need it.

Between
Reps

To/from
Reps

Value of information through a conduit

Too many
conduits

• Hard to remember where to go to
access the desired info

or they’re
poorly organized/
distinguished

• Access becomes logistically difficult
• Bad signal-t0-noise ratio

information value

High

conduit

Low

Best
• targeted
• strategically aligned
•

all signal

high quality

• actionable

• Unable to access available info

Too few
conduits

• too much info relative to conduits

Content

+

Reality
falls in
middle

• Quantity
• Reliability
• ???

Worst
• not targeted
(=wrong audience)
• tangential

all noise

Conduits

• Hard to remember where to go to
access the desired info

Faulty

technology + medium + policy

infrequent high-value content

What affects
signal-to-noise ratio?
• Quality

Goal

Document needs of Reps
Document needs of Home Office
Document available conduits
Map needs to optimal conduits

Effectiveness =

signal = whether need is addressed
need to know : not need to know

infrequent low-value content

Needs -> information
•
•
•
•

Key question:
Which of these possible negative conditions
apply to (client), and how bad is it?
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What do we mean
conduits
by “Conduit”?

• Access becomes logistically difficult

• poor quality
• not actionable

Best = improve signal-to-noise in every conduit
Good = • Focus on conduits controlled by Sales
Communications Group
• Exert Influence and assert expertise to shape
conversation about other conduits

• How do Reps access information?
• When can they access info?
• In what ways do available options serve or impede Rep routines?
• Are the tools/processes reliable?

Situation

• Can’t process info

Too much
information

• How does it feel? (what’s the experience like?)
• What different options are available?

• Can’t find info
• Bad signal-t0-noise ratio

• How to they get help?

process for evaluating needs and options, making
decisions, and setting priorities. Working closely
with the client, we developed a plan for validating
audience and organizational needs, identifying
optimal communications channels for different types
of information, and establishing guidelines for future
decision making.

Too little

This confidential client was under pressureinformation
to improve sales.
They recognized that inefficient sales communications and
knowledge management were impeding performance and
were taking steps to filter and streamline communications.
However, the scope of the problem, evolving technologies,
political pressures, and the speed of the environment
hampered efforts to develop long-term solutions.

• Info needs simply aren’t met

Services provided

How we helped

• Information and communications audit

First, we audited the client’s intranet so that sales-related
content could be evaluated and recategorized to improve
usability. Next, we mapped the flow of information in the
client’s sales communications ecosystem, which provided
baseline documentation for planning and helped the
client better understand the complexity of their situation.
We then worked with the client to refine and present
an integrated organizational model for transforming
information > knowledge > skills > results that could be
used by sales management to advocate for resources and
shape organizational change.
A few months later, the client asked us to help them
develop a plan for streamlining how information was
distributed to and collected from their sales force.
Although the client was initially focused on technology
challenges, our approach helped them see that their
real need was to develop a sustainable and flexible

How to reach us:

www.EmphaticInc .com
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tel: 360.456. 5990

• Analysis and consulting
• Visualization
• Stakeholder communications
• Research

Outcomes
• Sales management adopted an integrated
organizational model to support the transformation
of sales knowledge into results
• Established principles to guide the evolution and
management of sales communications
• Reorganization of intranet-based sales content
enabled a dramatically streamlined user experience
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info@EmphaticInc.com

